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Not Now. I'm Writing.
CHARACTER INTERVIEW SHEET

A CHARACTER/DISCOVERY WRITING EXERCISE

This download comes with one interview sheet to get you started with the exercise.
 
I highly recommend printing these or uploading them into an app on you iPad such as
Goodnotes, so you can write directly on them.
 
The Character Interview Sheet invites you, the writer, to sit down with your Big Bad or
Little Bad and find out what they are all about.
 
Imagine you are at a cafe interviewing your villain for an article on your blog.  Tell them,
they are the star of the show, so they need to give up as many details as possible.  
 
I did this with my Little Bad in an upcoming Urban Fantasy series, and it influenced my
writing in a big way.  I had been stuck when it came to conflict and the Big/Little Bads in
the book, but interviewing really helped me to understand their motivation.
 
You can use this and the writing advice on NotNowImWriting.com to write your own
writing projects.  If you are looking for a little more guidance, consider the How to Write a
Short Story course which is available on Skillshare and Udemy.  
 
In this class, I not only tell you how to successfully and quickly write a short story, but I
also record myself doing the work to give you as much access as possible to my mind.  Use
the steps in this course to write your own short story, and then start making your ways to
get the writing done.  You can do it!
 
You can use the links on NotNowImWriting.com and click courses, or click here: 
 https://www.notnowimwriting.com/courses
 
Thank you for your time, and happy writing!
-B.A. Burgess

https://www.notnowimwriting.com/


Character Interview Sheet
Character Name:    _____________________________________________

 

Occupation:           _____________________________________________
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Interview

 

Writer:  Hell, I'm __________.  It's nice to finally meet you.  Tell me, how do

you would like this article to present you to the world?

 

Character:  

 

 

 

 

W:  Can you tell me a little bit about yourself?  Maybe something the public

doesn't know but should know to help me paint you in this particular light?

 

C:  

 

 

 

W: You are obviously pretty busy with your work.  When you aren't working,

do you have other hobbies?

 

C:

 

 

 

 



Character Interview Sheet
Character Name:    Aliens from the Movie Independence Day

Occupation:           Alien soldier 
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Interview

 

Writer:  Hell, I'm _B.A. Burgess__.  It's nice to finally meet you.  Tell me, how

do you would like this article to present you to the world?

 

Character:  I would like the people to see that I was just doing my job at the,

you know?  I have nothing against people individually, but we were looking for a

home, and you guys weren't really going the best job of taking care of this one,

so...

 

W:  Can you tell me a little bit about yourself?  Maybe something the public

doesn't know but should know to help me paint you in this particular light?

 

C:  Yeah.  Well, I was drafted into our military, and they don't really give us much

choice about where we go and what we do.  I had an aptitude for wiping out

invasive species, so they sent me to Earth without any real details.

 

W: You are obviously pretty busy with your work.  When you aren't working,

do you have other hobbies?

 

C: I like knitting.

 

 

 

 

Example
Example



As you can see from my example, this can be totally silly!  It is just a fun way of playing
with your characters and getting to know them.  
 
Each character will yield different results.  I have done this exercise and cried because of
what I learned about my character - about why they are the way they are when I write
them.  The character I'm speaking of didn't have a backstory, and this helped me to create
one with layers and meaning. 
 
These few questions can lead to more and more questions as you dig in.
 
Let go, and play pretend.  See what happens.  
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This  document is for personal use and may not be resold or 
repackaged as your own creation.  

 
Use it to make stories and sell those stories.  

 
You are a writer.  You can do this.
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